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0. INTRODUCTION
Let H be a Hopf algebra over a field k, let H 0 be its finite dual, and let
H  <A be an H-module algebra. The invariants of A, A , are a g A h ? a s
 . 4  <  :« h a all h g H , while its s-invariants, A , are a g A h ? a s s , h a,s
4  0. 0all h g H , where s g G H , the set of group-like elements of H . It is
y1 fin .easy to see that A s r A m ks , where r is the coaction induced bys
the given action and Afin is an appropriate subalgebra of A. In the
language of Lie algebras 0 / A would be termed a weight space. Natu-s
y1 fin .rally, generalized invariants are A s r A m V , where V is a sub-V
0  0.space of H . Of particular interest is A for V s kG H which equalsV
the sum of all one-dimensional H-submodules of A.
* This research was supported by The Israel Science Foundation founded by the Israel
Academy of Sciences and Humanities.
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In Section 2 we show consequences of Proposition 2.5 and Theorem
. H2.7 that if A is an injective and nonsingular A -module then so is A forV
any finite-dimensional V ; H 0. If, moreover, V ; C ; H 0, where C is a
pointed subcoalgebra of H 0, and A is finitely generated over AH for alls
 .s g G C , then so is A .V
In Section 3 we show that such A are abundant. In fact if A is
H-semiprime and H-commutative then its H-quotient ring Q is a nonsin-
 . gular and injective module over its invariants Theorem 3.8 . If the
H-commutativity condition is removed we show in Theorem 3.7 that the
.same conclusion holds over the central invariants. Another feature of Q is
 .that its s-invariants are normalizing elements of Q Corollary 3.2 , and
have a very simple form. They are cyclic modules over the invariants
 .Theorem 3.5 . Consequently, results of Section 2 apply and we conclude
in Theorem 3.8 that generalized invariants Q are finitely generatedV
injective and projective modules over the invariants for all finite-dimen-
sional V ; C ; H 0, where C is a pointed subcoalgebra of H 0.
In Section 4 we apply these results in some special cases. The first are
H-module algebras in the so called ``Yetter]Drinfeld'' category, H Y D. WeH
prove in Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 certain commutativity relations among
elements in A 0 s  0 A and obtain additional results whenkGH . s g GH . s
H is a quasitriangular Hopf algebra. The second class of special cases are
finite-dimensional Hopf algebras with special emphasis on A s H under
 .the adjoint action Theorem 4.8, Theorem 4.9, and Corollary 4.11 . The
 .final example is H s A s O SL where we show in Theorem 4.14q n
certain properties of its Martindale ring of quotients. Some generalized
invariants are computed with respect to the pointed sub-Hopf algebra
 .   ..0U sl ; O SL .q n q n
1. PRELIMINARIES
w xThe basic references are Sw, Mo .
Let H be a Hopf algebra over a field k with a comultiplication D,
 .counit « , and antipode S. For a left H-comodule, M, h , write
h m s m m m g H m M .  y1 0
 .and for a right H-comodule, M, r , write
r m s m m m g M m H . .  0 1
 .  .  4Given m g M, M a left right comodule, set L m s sp m andk y1
 .  4R m s sp m . For an H-module M, letk 1
H <M s m g M h ? m s « h m , all h g H . 4 .
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 .For a left H-comodule M, r , let
co H <M s m g M r m s 1 m m . 4 .
An algebra A is called an H-module algebra if A is an H-module and
h ? ab s h ? a h ? b , for all h g Ha, b g A. .  .  . 1 2
w xThe following identity appears in C for H-module algebras:
h ? a b s h aSh ? b . 1 .  .  . 1 2
 .DEFINITION 1.1. Let A, h be a left H-comodule and a left H-module
algebra. Then A is H-commutative if
ab s a ? b a , for all a, b g A. 2 .  . y1 0
 : w xSometimes we say A, ? , h is H-commutative. In CW2 H-commutativity
was termed quantum commutativity.
EXAMPLE 1.2. Every commutative H-module algebra is H-commutative
 .with h defined by h a s 1 m a, for all a g A.
 :EXAMPLE 1.3. H, ? , D is H-commutative where h ? x s h xSh ,adj adj 1 2
for all h, x g H.
w xMore examples can be found in CW1 .
w x  : H co HLEMMA 1.4 CW2 . If A, ? , h is H-commutati¤e then A and A
 .are contained in Z A , the center of A.
A subcoalgebra C of H is a simple subcoalgebra if the only nonzero
subcoalgebra of C is C itself. A nonzero element s g H is called a
 .grouplike element if D s s s m s . The set of grouplike elements of H is
 .denoted by G H . The coalgebra H is said to be pointed if its simple
subcoalgebras are one dimensional. This implies that every irreducible
H-comodule is one dimensional as well.
0  0.We denote by H the finite dual of H. If s g G H and A is an
w xH-module algebra, define the s-invariants BCM by
<  : 4A s a g A h ? a s s , h a, for all h g H ,s
 :where , denotes the evaluation of H* on H. If H is finite dimen-
sional then M is a left H-module iff M is a right H*-comodule. Indeed,
 . Ufor a left H-module, M, define r : M “ M m H* by r m s h ? m m h ,i i
 4  U4where h and h are dual bases of H and H*, respectively. Conversely,i i
 .  .if M, r is a right H-comodule and m g M with r m s m m m , then0 1
 :M turns out to be a left H-module by defining h ? m s  m , h m .0 1
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If H is infinite dimensional then such a correspondence is no longer
possible; instead, for a left H-module M, define
fin < 4M s m g M H ? m is finite dimensional .
fin 0 w xThen M is a right H -comodule Mo, Lemma 1.6.4 . Of course if H or
M are finite dimensional then M fin s M.
From now on r denotes the right comodule structure on M fin induced
by the left action of H.
If V ; H 0 and M is a left H-module set
fin < fin y1 finM s m g M r m g M m V s r M m V . 4 .  .V
w x y1 fin .It was observed in CRW that A s r A m ks ; hence in particulars
A s AH. Note that a g A generates a one-dimensional H-submodule if«
 0. 0and only if 0 / a g A , some s g G H . Hence if H is pointed thens
A 0 s  finite-dimensional irreducible H-subcomodules of A.kGH .
2. A IS AN INJECTIVE NONSINGULAR AH MODULE
 .Sometimes see Section 3 an H-module algebra is an injective nonsin-
gular AH-module. We see how this affects A for finite-dimensionalV
V ; H 0.
For completeness we review well known facts about injective and projec-
w xtive modules. A basic reference is G, Ka . Recall:
Let R be a ring with 1 and M, N g M M s the category of leftR R
.R-modules . Then M ; N is an essential submodule of N if M l I / 0 for
every nonzero submodule I of N. We write then M ; N.ess
M is a nonsingular R-module if for E ; R and m g M, E ? m s 0ess
implies that m s 0.
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let R be a ring with 1 and let M, N g M. ThenR
1. If M ; N and M is injecti¤e, then M is a direct summand of N.
 .2. A direct summand of an injecti¤e projecti¤e R-module is injecti¤e
 .projecti¤e , respecti¤ely.
 . 3. A product of injecti¤e nonsingular R-modules is injecti¤e non-
.singular , respecti¤ely.
 .4. If M ; N and both M and NrM are injecti¤e projecti¤e then N is
 .injecti¤e projecti¤e , respecti¤ely.
5. E¤ery M g M can be essentially embedded in an injecti¤e moduleR
 .  .I M called the injecti¤e hull of M .
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 .6. If M ; N and N is injecti¤e, then I M ; N.
y1  < 47. If M ; N, and n g N, then E s n M s a g R na g M ;ess ess
R.
8. If M ; N then M is nonsingular if and only if N is nonsingular.ess
9. Let f: M “ N, where M is injecti¤e and N is nonsingular; then
ker f is injecti¤e and M ( ker f [ L, for some R-submodule L of M.
   .. <  .10. If M is nonsingular then the map a : f g End I M f M ;R
4  .  .M “ End M defined by a f s f is a ring isomorphism.R M
11. If R is a self-injecti¤e ring with 1 and N is finitely generated
nonsingular R-module then N is a projecti¤e and injecti¤e R-module.
12. Let n - ‘. If R is self-injecti¤e, N is a nonsingular n-generated
 .R-module, and M is injecti¤e, then for e¤ery f g Hom M, N we ha¤eR
M ( ker f [ im f and im f is an injecti¤e and projecti¤e m-generated
R-module, where m F n.
If M is an H-module and f / S ; H, set
< 4a S s m g M S ? m s 0 . .M
 .If A is an H-module algebra, then a S is obviously a left and rightA
AH-module.
Let A be an H-module algebra; in what follows AH plays the role of R
in Proposition 2.1.
H  .LEMMA 2.2. If A is an injecti¤e and nonsingular A -module, then a SA
is an injecti¤e AH-module for all nonempty S ; H.
  ..Proof. Set I s I a S . Then by Proposition 2.1.6, I ; A. Let x g IA
y1  .. Hand E s x a S . Then E ; A by Proposition 2.1.5 and Proposi-A ess
 .tion 2.1.7. Since Ex ; a S , we haveA
0 s S ? Ex s E S ? x . .  .
But A is a nonsingular AH-module; hence by Proposition 2.1.8, S ? x s 0,
 .  .and thus x g a S . We have shown that I s a S and hence the latter isA A
injective.
Remark 2.3. Recall from linear algebra that if X is a vector space and
q  < : 4V is a finite-dimensional subspace of X* then V s x g X V, x s 0 is
a subspace of X of finite codimension.
LEMMA 2.4. Let M be an H-module; then:
 . fin1. If J is a subspace of H of finite codimension then a J ; M .M
0 q  .2. If V ; H is finite dimensional and J s V , then M ; a J . InV M
fact,
M s ker f , where f s id m p r : a J “ M fin m H 0rV , .  .  .V M
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where p is the projection of H 0 on H 0rV. If M s A is an H-module algebra
then f is an A-module map.
 .  .Proof. 1. Let x g a J ; then H ? x s HrJ ? x. Since HrJ is finiteM
 . findimensional, so is HrJ ? x. Hence x g M .
 . fin2. By the remark above and by part 1, a J ; M and so r isM
 .  4defined on it. Let x g M ; then r x s  x m x , where x ; V. HenceV 0 1 1
 :  .h ? x s  x x , h s 0, for all h g J. That is, x g a J . The rest is0 1 M
obvious.
Consequently,
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let A be an H-module algebra and assume A is an
injecti¤e and nonsingular AH-module. If V is a finite-dimensional subspace of
H 0, then A is an injecti¤e AH-module. In particular A is an injecti¤eV s
H  0. HA -module for all s g G H and A is self-injecti¤e.
 .Proof. Let J and f be as in Lemma 2.4.2. Then by Lemma 2.2 a J isA
H Ã 0 .  .an injective A -module. Let f : a J “ A m H rV be defined byA
Ã fin .f s i m id f where i is the inclusion map of A in A. Since A m
 0 . HH rV as a left A -module is a product of copies of A and A is a
H 0 Ã .nonsingular A -module, so is A m H rV . By Proposition 2.1.9 ker f s
H  0.A is an injective A -module. In particular, set V s ks , s g G H ;V
H  0.then A s A . Hence A is an injective A -module for all s g G H .s V s
HFor s s « , A s A is self-injective.s
If W ; V are left coideals of a coalgebra C then VrW is a left
 .  .C-comodule with structure map id m p D . Set L VrW sC
 . L ¤ .¤ g V r W
LEMMA 2.6. Let A be as in Proposition 2.5 and let K ; V be finite-dimen-
0  .sional left coideals of H such that dim VrK s 1. Then L VrK s ks ,
 0.s g G H . If A is generated by n - ‘ elements, then A rA is ans s V K
injecti¤e and projecti¤e AH-module generated o¤er AH by n elements.s
 4Proof. Let ¤ be a basis of K and let ¤ g V y K. Then B si iG1
 4  4¤ , ¤ is a basis of V and ¤ is a basis of VrK. Leti iG1
D ¤ s x m ¤ q x m ¤ , x , x g H 0 , x / 0. .  i i i
iG1
 .  .Computing D m id D s id m D D, using the fact that K is a left coideal
0  .of H and that B is linearly independent, we get D x s x m x, that is,
 0.  .x s s g G H and L VrK s ks .
Let a g A . ThenV
r a s a9 m ¤ q a m ¤ . .  i i
iG1
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 .Using the form of D ¤ and the linear independence of B we get:
 .  .r a9 s a9 m s . Define f : A “ A by f a s a9 for all a g A . Then fV s V
is a left AH-module map and ker f s A . Hence A rA ( im f. More-K V K
over, by Proposition 2.5, A and AH are injective. Apply PropositionV
H2.1.12 to R s A , N s A , M s A and f as above and we are done.s V
We are ready to prove the main theorem of this section:
THEOREM 2.7. Let H be a Hopf algebra, let C be a pointed subcoalgebra
of H 0, and let W ; V be finite-dimensional left coideals of C. Let A be an
H-module algebra so that:
1. A is an injecti¤e and nonsingular AH-module, and
 .  . H2. For all s g G C l L VrW , A is generated o¤er A by n - ‘s s
elements.
Then A rA is an injecti¤e and projecti¤e AH-module generated by ntV W
 <  .  .4elements where n s dim VrW and t s max n s g G C l L VrW . If Vs
 .is a finite-dimensional subspace of C not necessarily a coideal , then A isV
finitely generated o¤er AH.
Proof. By induction, n s dim VrW. This is obviously true for n s 0.
Let K be a left coideal with W ; K ; V and let VrK be a simple left
 .comodule. Since C is a pointed coalgebra, dim VrK s 1. Since L VrK ;
 .L VrW , Lemma 2.6 applies to VrK and so A rA is an injective andV K
projective AH module generated by t elements. By induction, A rA isK W
H H  .an injective and projective A -module generated over A by n y 1 t
 .  .elements. Since A rA ( A rA r A rA , we are done by the aboveV K V W K W
and Proposition 2.1.4.
1  .If V is a finite-dimensional subspace of C then V s  R ¤ is a¤ g V
left coideal contained in V and A 1 s A . By above ; 1 is finitelyV V V
Hgenerated over A .
3. H-QUOTIENT ALGEBRAS
In this section we prove that Theorem 2.7 applies to quotient rings of
certain H-module algebras. H-quotient algebras of H-module algebras
w xwere introduced in C . The construction is an analogue of Martindale's
 .ring of quotients which will be denoted by Mar A . We use in the
construction the filter
 4F s I ‹ I is an H-stable ideal of A with trivial left and right annihilators .
Specifically, let I, J g F and f : I “ A, f 9: J “ A be right A-module
maps. Say that f s f 9 if f s f X for some K g F. This is an equivalence< K < K
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w xrelation on the set of all such maps. Set q s f as the equivalence class of
 .  .f , and set Q A as the set of all such q. Then Q A is an H-moduleH H
 .algebra where the action of H on A is extended to Q A as follows: IfH
w x w xq s f , f : I “ A, then h ? q s h ? f where
h ? f : I “ A by a ‹ h ? f Sh ? a . 3 .  .  . . 1 2
 .The algebra A ; Q A by a ‹ L where L : A “ A is left multiplica-H a a
 .tion by a. Recall that q g Mar A is an A-normalizing element if qA s Aq.
 .  . w xNote that Q A ; Mar A Mo, p. 98 . It is easy to see that q gH
 .  .Mar A belongs to Q A if and only if there exists an I g F so thatH
qI ; A.
An algebra A is called H-semiprime if A contains no nontrivial H-sta-
ble nilpotent ideals. When A is H-semiprime, each H-stable ideal J gives
 .rise to an element in F. Therefore, H-semiprimeness implies that Ann J
 .s left annihilator of J s right annihilator of J in A; and J [ Ann J g F.
 .In what follows we consider Q A for an H-module algebra A whichH
 :is also an H-comodule. We first show that if A, ? , h is an H-commuta-
 .tive algebra then Q A ``commutes'' in a sense with A.H
 :PROPOSITION 3.1. Let A, ? , h be an H-commutati¤e algebra. If q g
 .Q A and a g A, then:H
 .1. aq s  a ? q a .y1 0
 y1 . .2. If H has a bijecti¤e antipode then qa s a S a ? q .0 y1
Proof. 1. Let I g F so that qI ; A and x g I. Then,
aqx s a ? qx a by 2 .  . y1 0
s a ? q a ? x a .  . y2 y1 0
s a ? q a x by 2 . .  . y1 0
  . .Hence aq y  a ? q a I s 0, and we are done.y1 0
2.
qa s « a qa . y1 0
s a ? Sy1a ? q a . . y1 y2 0
s a Sy1 a ? q by part 1. . . 0 y1
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We consider next some consequences of Proposition 3.1. Recall that
 0.each s g G H determines an automorphism s of A defined byÃ
sÃ  :a s s , a a . 4 . y1 0
ÃNote that is a group homomorphism, in particular « s Id.Ã
 :COROLLARY 3.2. Let A, ? , h be an H-commutati¤e algebra, and let
 0.   ..s g G H and x g Q A ; then:H s
sÃ1. For all a g A, ax s xa . In particular x is an A-normalizing element.
2. If I g F and xI ; A then xI is a two sided H-stable ideal of A.
  ..H   ..  .3. Q A ; Z Q A , the center of Q A .H H H
Proof. 1.
ax s a ? x a by H-commutativity . y1 0
 :s s , a xa since x g Q A . . y1 0 H s
 :s x s , a a y1 0
sÃs xa .
2. By the first part, xI is a two sided ideal. Let h g H; then for all
 .  . .  :a g I, h ? xa s  h ? x h ? a s x s , h h ? a g xI. Thus xI is H-1 2 1 2
stable.
  ..H   ..3. By the first part, for each q g Q A s Q A , we have:H H «
aq s qa for all a g A. It is a routine argument in quotient rings to show
 .that q is central in Q A .H
Another useful fact is:
  ..LEMMA 3.3. Let x g Q A , a g A, and h g H; then:H s
 .  y1 :  .1. h ? a x s  s , h h ? ax ,2 1
 .  y1 :  .2. x h ? a s  s , h h ? xa .1 2
Proof. 1.
h ? a x s h ? aSh ? x by 1 .  .  . 1 2
 :s h ? a s , Sh x . 1 2
 y1 :s s , h h ? ax . . 2 1
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2.
 y1 :  y1 :s , h h ? xa s s , h h ? x h ? a .  .  . 1 2 1 2 3
 y1 : :s s , h s , h x h ? a . 1 2 3
s x h ? a . .
Let A be an H-module algebra. When there is no danger of ambiguity
 . w x  0.write Q s Q A . Recall BCM, 3.9 that Q Q ; Q all s , t g G HH s t st
 0.0and that S s  Q is a direct sum. That is, S is a G H -gradedQ s g GH . s Q
 :algebra. Corollary 3.2 indicates that if A, ? , h is H-commutative then sÃ
w x. w xis a so-called Kh2 X-inner automorphism. Following Kh1, CM we
show that when A is H-semiprime, Q has a nice form; it is a cyclics
module over Q H.
 :PROPOSITION 3.4. Let A, ? , h be an H-commutati¤e H-semiprime alge-
 0.bra. Let s g G H ; then:
1. For any x g Q there exists x9 g Q y1 so that x s xx9x and x9 ss s
x9xx9.
H  .2. x9x s xx9 s e g Q ; Z Q , xe s x, x9e s x9, and e is anx x x x
idempotent.
3. If x g Q , y g Q with x s ey, and e is an idempotent then x s e ys x
and e s ee . If , moreo¤er, y g Q then e s e e .x x t x y x
4. The element x9 is the unique element of Q y1 so that xx9x s x ands
x9xx9 s x9.
Proof. By Corollary 3.2.1 any x g Q is an A-normalizing element ofs
 . w x  .Mar A ; hence CM, Theorem 4 applies. So, there exists an x9 g Mar A
  ..satisfying xx9x s x, x9xx9 s x9 and xx9 s x9x s e g Z Mar A . We showx
first that x1 g Q. Let I g F so that xI ; A. Then by Corollary 3.2.2 xI is
 .an H-stable ideal of A. Let K s Ann xI , J s xI [ K g F. Note that if
a g K, then axI s 0 implies ax s 0; hence e a s ae s axx9 s 0. There-x x
 .fore, e J s e xI [ K s xI ; A which implies in turn that e g Q. Now,x x x
 .   .. K s Ann xI s Ann x I l J and x9K s x9e K s 0. Hence J9 s x I lx
.J [ K g F, and x9J9 ; A. This implies that x9 g Q.
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We show now that e g Q H and x9 g Q y1 . Let l g I, a g K, h g H;x s
then for all b s xl q a g J,
h ? e b .x
s h ? e Sh ? b by 1 .  . . 1 x 2
s h ? e Sh ? xl q a . . 1 x 2
s h ? e Sh ? x Sh ? l since K is H-stable and e K s 0 .  .  . . 1 x 3 2 x
 :s h ? e s , Sh xSh ? l . 1 x 3 2
 :s h ? x s , Sh Sh ? l since e x s x . . 1 3 2 x
 : :s s , h s , Sh xl 1 2
 : :s s , h s , Sh e xl q a . 1 2 x
s « h e b. . x
 .Hence h ? e s « h e . Now,x x
 :h ? x9 s h ? x9 xx9 s h ? x9Sh ? x x9 s h ? s , Sh x9x x9 .  .  . 1 2 1 2
 y1 :s s , h x9.
This concludes the proof of the first two parts.
3. If x s ey, and e is an idempotent then x s ex. Thus xx9 s exx9,
so e s ee s e e. This in turn implies that x s e x s e ey s e y. If,x x x x x x
moreover, y g Q , then x s e y s e e y. Setting e s e e , we have thes x x y x y
above e s e e .x x y
4. Assume xx0 x s x and x0 xx0 s x0, where x0 g Q y1 . Then e ss
 .  .xx0 g Z Q and ex s x. By 3 this implies e s ee s xx0 e s xx0. Hencex x x
 .x0 s x0 xx0 s x0 e s e x0 e s x9 xx0 x x9 s x9xx9 s x9.x x x
We call x9 a partial in¤erse of x.
Define a partial ordering on Q as follows: Let x, y g Q ; then x F ys s
 .iff there exists an idempotent e g Z Q so that x s ey. By Proposition
3.4.3 this is equivalent to saying that x s e y. We are ready to prove:x
 :THEOREM 3.5. Let A, ? , h be an H-semiprime H-commutati¤e algebra,
 0.  .s g G H , and Q s Q A . Then:H
1. E¤ery chain in Q has an upper bound. That is, if x F x F ??? iss 1 2
 4a chain in Q and e is as in Proposition 3.4, then there exists x g Q sos x si
that x s e x for all j.j x j
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2. There exists x g Q so that Q s Q H x . In particular e y s y, alls s s xs
y g Q .s
H  .  .y13. Q s Q x 9, where x 9 is the partial in¤erse of x .s s s s
Proof. 1. Set e s e and let I g F so that x I and e I are con-j x j j j j jj
 .tained in A. Let I s  e I , K s Ann I and J s I [ K g F. Define f :j j j
J “ A by
f a q b s x a, a g e I , b g K . . j j j
This map is well defined for, say, a g e I with k ) j; then x - x impliesk k j k
w xthat x s e x , which implies that x a s x e a s x a. Set x s f g Q .j j k k k j j H
 .Note that xe s x and that h ? x K s 0, all h g H. We wish to prove thatj j
x g Q . Well, for all h g H, a g e I , b g K,s j j
 :h ? x a q b s h ? x e a s h ? xe a s h ? x a s s , h x a .  .  .  .  . .j j j j
 :s s , h x a q b . .
 :This implies that h ? x s s , h x and hence that x g Q .s
2. Let x F x F ??? be any chain in Q ; then by the first part this1 2 s
chain has an upper bound x g Q , so that x s e x for all i. We mays i x i
 . y1apply Zorn's lemma to find a maximal element x g Q . Let x 9 g Qs s s s
 . Hbe defined as in Proposition 3.4; that is: x 9x s e g Q . Let z g Q ;s s x ssH  .  .then since 1 y e g Q , x q 1 y e z g Q . But x F x q 1 y e z,x s x s s s xs s s
  . . for e x q 1 y e z s e x s x . By maximality of x we have: 1 yx s x x s s ss s s
.  .  . Hy1e z s 0. Hence z s ze s z x 9x . Since z x 9 g Q Q ; Q , wex x s s s s ss s
are done.
 . y13. We wish to prove that x 9 is maximal in Q . Assume thats s
 .  .  .y1there exists y9 g Q with x 9 - y9; then x 9 s e y9. Hence x 9ys s s x ss
s e e and by Proposition 3.4.3 we also have that e e s e . Thusx y x y9 xs s s
 .  .x 9y s e and hence e y s x x 9y s x e s x . By maximality ofs x x s s s x ss s s
x , y s x and by uniqueness of the partial inverse y9 s x9, which provess
our claim.
When A is H-prime we have:
COROLLARY 3.6. Let H be a Hopf algebra, let T be a pointed sub-Hopf
0  :algebra of H , and let A, ? , h be an H-commutati¤e H-prime algebra. Then
Q is an H-simple algebra.T
Proof. Let 0 / I be an H-stable ideal of Q . Since T is pointed, IT
 .contains a simple T-subcomodule, which is of the form I , s g G T .s
Since A is H-prime, so is Q, and hence Q H is a domain. If 0 / x g Is
then xx9 s e g Q H is an idempotent, and thus equals 1. We have shown
that I contains an invertible element; hence I s Q .s T
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 .We first show that for certain A, Q A satisfies the conditions ofH
Theorem 2.7. First we show a general result, similar in flavor to results
w xabout the Martindale ring of quotients Kh2 .
THEOREM 3.7. Assume A is an H-semiprime H-module algebra and set
 .H  .R s Z Q , where Q s Q A . Then Q is a nonsingular injecti¤e R-module.H
Proof. We first prove nonsingularity. Let E be an essential ideal of the
 .commutative ring R, and L s Ann E . Then L is an H-stable ideal ofQ
 .  .  4Q. Set L9 s Ann L ; then L9 is H-stable by 1 and L l L9 s 0 sinceQ
Q is also H-semiprime. Set B s L [ L9 and define f : B “ B by f a q
. 2 y1 .a9 s a. Then f s f is a left and right R-module map. Now, f A s
 .A l L / 0 and it is easy to see that A l L9 s Ann A l L . TakeA
 .  . y1 .T s A l L [ A l L9 ; then T g F and f A l T s A l L is an
w x  .H-stable ideal of A. Let e s f . Then e g Q is an idempotent, e g Z Q<T
 .because f is also left A-linear, and e g L. Moreover, ex s f x for all<T
x g B. We show that e g R. Since Le s eL and L is H-stable we have
 .  .h ? e g Le for all h g H. This implies by 1 that h ? e s h ? e e s h ?1
 .  .eSh ? e . Since Sh ? e g eL, the latter expression equals « h e. We have2 2
 .shown that e g R. But L9e s eL9 s f L9 s 0; hence this is true for
E ; L9. This is a contradiction since E is an essential ideal of R and e is
an idempotent. Hence Q is a nonsingular R-module.
 .We prove now that Q is an injective R-module. Let I s I Q be the
injective hull of the R-module Q. We show that I s Q. Let m g I and set
E s my1 Q. By Proposition 2.1.7, E is an essential ideal of R. For each
x g E there exists F g F such that xF ; A. Similarly, since mx g Q,x x
there exists F g F such that mxF ; A. Thenm x m x
J s x F l F . x m x
xgE
 .His an H-stable ideal of R since x g Z Q and F and F are H-stablex m x
ideals of A. If yJ s 0 for some y g A then yx s 0 for all x g E. But by
the previous part, Q, is a nonsingular R-module. Therefore y s 0. We
 .have shown that J g F. Now, mJ ; A, so we define b : J “ A by b j s mj
for j g J. Since b is a right A-module map, there exists q g Q such that
w x  . q s b , and hence q y m J9 s 0, where J9 g F and J9 ; J. But, q y
.  . 1  . m E ; Q and q y m J E s 0. Since E ; Z Q , this implies that q y
. m E s 0. Since Q is a nonsingular R-module and Q ; I, so is I byess
.Proposition 2.1.8 . Thus q s m and so I s Q.
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As a corollary we have:
 :THEOREM 3.8. Let A, ? , h be an H-semiprime, H-commutati¤e, H-
 .module algebra. Set Q s Q A ; thenH
1. Q is a nonsingular injecti¤e Q H-module.
2. Let C be a pointed subcoalgebra of H 0 and let W ; V be finite-di-
mensional left coideals of C. Then Q rQ is an injecti¤e and projecti¤eV W
Q H-module generated o¤er Q H by dim VrW elements.
Proof.
w x H  . H1. By CW2, Corollary 2.4.2 , Q ; Z Q ; thus R s Q and the rest
follows from Theorem 3.7.
H  0.2. By Theorem 3.5, Q is a cyclic Q module for each s g G H .s
By this fact and the first part Theorem 2.7 can be applied to Q and Q H
with t s 1 and the result follows.
4. APPLICATIONS AND EXAMPLES
We start by applications to H-commutative algebras in H Y D, theH
``Yetter]Drinfeld'' category, and in particular to quasitriangular Hopf
algebras.
DEFINITION 4.1. The ``Yetter]Drinfeld'' category H Y D is the categoryH
of objects which are left H-modules, left H-comodules, and satisfy the
compatibility condition
h ¤ m h ? ¤ s h ? ¤ h m h ? ¤ . 5 .  .  . 1 y1 2 0 1 2 1y1 0
A particular example of an object in H Y D is H as in Example 1.3.H
The subalgebra  0 H is then termed the semicenter of H, for its g GH . s
 .is a well known notion for H s U L , the enveloping algebra of a Lie
w x w xalgebra. The semicenter was explored in BCM for general H and in MP
 .for H s kG, when H was assumed to be prime. For both H s U L and
prime H s kG, the semicenter is a commutative algebra, which is both
 0.graded and acted upon by G H . In the following we explore the
existence of similar results for any H-commutative algebra, A, in H Y D. ItH
 0.0 0is easy to see that A s  A is graded by G H . We showkGH . s g GH . s
 0. 0that G H acts on A by automorphisms.kGH .
H  0.LEMMA 4.2. Let A g Y D, s , t g G H . ThenH
tÃ
y1A s A .s t st
 .where t is defined in 4 .Ã
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Proof. Let a g A , h g H. Thens
tÃ  :h ? a s h ? t , a a y1 0
 y1 : : :s t , h t , h t , a h ? a 1 2 y1 3 0
 y1 : :s t , h t , h a h ? a . 1 2 y1 3 0
 y1 : :s t , h t , h ? a h h ? a by 5 .  .  . . 1 2 3 2y1 0
 y1 : : : :s t , h t , h s , h t , a a since a g A . 1 3 2 y1 0 s
y1 tÃ :s t st , h a .
tÃ
y1 y1That is, a g A . Conversely, let b g A . Then by the above:t st t st
ty1 t tÃ Ã Ã .y1 y1a s b g A s A , and so b s a g A .t t st .t s s
Moreover,
THEOREM 4.3. Let A g H Y D be an H-semiprime H-commutati¤e alge-H
 0.bra, and s g G H ; then:
sÃ1. For any x g A , x s x.s
2. For any i, j, if x g A i and y g A j, then xy s yx.s s
s sÃProof. 1. For simplicity of notation let us write a for a . Let x g As
and a g A; then by Corollary 3.2 ax s xas. In particular, x 2 s xxs. This
 s . simplies that x x y x s 0. On the other hand, by Lemma 4.2 x g A ass
s s s  s . s  swell, as thus xx s x x . This implies that x y x x s 0. Hence x y
.3 s sx s 0. Since x and x are in A , so is x y x. Thus by Corollary 3.2,s
 s .  s .I s A x y x s x y x A is an H-stable ideal of A. By the above,
I 3 s 0. Since A is H-semiprime, I must be 0. That is x s s x as claimed.
2. Let x g A i and y g A j. By Lemma 4.2 x s m g A i and y s m gs s s
A j for all m g Z. By part 1: x s x s i s x syi and y s y syj. Let d ss
 4g.c.d i, j ; then
i j
1 s s q t some s, t g Z. 6 .
d d
We may choose s - 0. Now by Corollary 3.2 applied repeatedly we have
xy s y syix s ??? s x syn j y syn i s y sy nq1. ix syn j. 7 .
i ij is .  . <Set n s ys ; then nj s ys and so i nj. Since x s x, we have
d d
syn j  .x s x. While by 6
i j
n q 1 s ys q 1 s t . .
d d
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i y nq1. is . < .This implies that n q 1 i s jt . Hence j n q 1 i, and so y s y. By
d
 .7 we have xy s yx as claimed.
 0.  .If G H is abelian for example if H is quasitriangular , more can be
w xsaid. The next theorem generalizes C which was proved for the semicen-
ter of a semiprime cocommutative H.
 0. HTHEOREM 4.4. Assume s , t g G H commute and A g Y D is anH
H-semiprime H-commutati¤e algebra; then:
H  .1. If x g Q and y g Q , then xy s zyx, where z g Q ; Z Q .s t
i j  42. If x g Q , y g Q , s s 1 s t , and g.c.d i, j s 1 then xy s yx.s t
Proof. First assume Q s Q H x and Q s Q H y. Since xy g Q , yx gs r st
Q and st s ts , we have yx, xy g Q ; Q . By Theorem 3.5 Q sts st st st
Q H t. Thus there exists z g Q H so that xy s zt. But then xy s xye s ztex x
s ztx9x. Since tx9 g Q Q y1 , we have tx9 g Q . Hence tx9 s wy, somest t t
w g Q H. Thus xy s zwyx, where zw g Q H. Now, for any a g Q , b g Qs t
the result follows from the above since a s mx, and b s py, where
m, p g Q H.
 .ty12. Since st s ts , Lemma 4.2 implies that A s A , ands s
 .sy1 ty1 sy1A s A . That is x g A and y g A . Applying Corollary 3.2t t s t
repeatedly we have:
xy s y sy1x s xty1y sy1 s ??? s y sy nq1.xtyn .
 4  . tynSince g.c.d i, j s 1, 1 s is q jt, where t - 0. Set n s j yt ; then x s
xt
jt s x, since t j s 1, while n q 1 s is implies that y sy nq1. s y s i s. Since
s i s 1, y sy nq1. s y. We have shown that y sy nq1.xtyn s yx. Hence xy s yx.
Examples in which z in the above theorem is not 1 exist.
 .More can be said when H, R is quasitriangular. Note that for such H,
H  . 2 1if M is a left H-module then M g Y D by h m s R m R ? m, for allH
m g M, where R s R2 m R1. Moreover, as is well known R induces a
 < :  2: 1:braiding on H* by: a b s  a, R b, R , all a, b g H*. In this case
there is an interesting constraint on the possible s so that A / 0.s
 .LEMMA 4.5. Let H, R be a quasitriangular Hopf algebra and A an
H-module algebra. Let x g A ; thens
sÃ  < :1. x s s s x and
 2 . 1  < :y12. if u s  SR R then u ? x s s s x.
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Proof. 1. Let x g A ; thens
sÃ  :x s s , x x y1 0
 2: 1s s , R R ? x
 2: 1:s s , R s , R x
 < :s s s x .
2. Observe that
 :  2 1:  2: 1:  y1 2: 1:s , u s s , SR R s s , SR s , R s s , R s , R . . 
 y1 < :  < :y1But this equals s s which equals s s . Thus
 :  < :y1s , u s s s ; 8 .
y1 :  < :hence if x g A , then u ? x s s , u x s s s x.s
 .COROLLARY 4.6. Let H, R be a quasitriangular Hopf algebra, and A an
 .H-semiprime H-commutati¤e algebra with h defined as abo¤e . If A / 0s
 < :then s s s 1, and u acts as the identity on A .s
sÃProof. By Theorem 4.3 x s x for any x g A , which by Lemma 4.5s
 < :implies that if x / 0 then s s s 1.
The H-semiprimeness condition in Corollary 4.6 cannot be omitted as
seen in the following example:
w x  4EXAMPLE 4.7 CW1, Ra . Let H s kZ where Z s 1, g and Char k2 2
1  ./ 2. Set R s 1 m 1 q 1 m g q g m 1 y g m g ; then u s g. Let A s A12
[ A be a Z graded algebra, where a g A has degree 0 and a g A hasg 2 1 g
degree 1. Assume that A is a commutative superalgebra: ab s
 .deg a.deg b.y1 ba. This is equivalent to A being H-commutative. It is not
H-semiprime since a2 s 0 for each a g A , so Aa is a nilpotent H-stableg
 4  4ideal of A. Now, let H* s Sp p , p , where p , p is a dual basis of1 g 1 g
 4  .  :1, g ; then s s p y p g G H* and A s A . But then s , u s y1.1 g s g
 .  < :This, by 8 , implies that s s s y1. Also note that for each x g A ,s
sÃx s yx, exhibiting the necessity of H-semiprimeness in Theorem 4.3.
In what follows we consider applications to finite-dimensional Hopf
algebras. In this case, if A is a left H-module algebra then Afin s A. Our
first application is to A s H, with the adjoint action of H on itself.
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THEOREM 4.8. Let H be a finite-dimensional semisimple Hopf algebra
 .acting on itself by the adjoint action. Let s g G H* ; then:
H  . w x1. H s H s Z H BCM, 3.12 .«
sÃ .  < 42. H s Z H x s x g H hx s xh for all h g H , with s as de-Ãs s
 .fined in 4 .
3. For each x g H there exists a unique x9 g H y1 so that xx9 s x9xs s
 .s e g Z H is an idempotent, and xe s x, x9e s x9.x x x
sÃ4. For all x g H , x s x.s
5. Let m be the order of s ; then S s m Hs i is a commutati¤es is1
algebra with 1.
 :  :6. If s / « and x g H , then « , x s 0 s s , x .s
 .  .7. If G H* is abelian then for x g H , y g H there exists c g Z Hs t
so that xy s cyx. If the orders of s and t are relati¤ely prime then xy s yx.
Proof. 1. Since H is finite dimensional and semisimple, the only ideal
 4  .of H with trivial annihilator is H; hence F s H , and so Q H s H.H
 :Since H, ? , D is H-commutative as discussed in Example 1.3, we canadj
use Theorem 3.5. This proves the first equality. As for the second equality,
if x satisfies the right hand side condition, then for all h g H
sÃ  :h ? x s h xSh s xh Sh s s , h x ; 1 2 1 2
hence x g Q . The converse follows from Corollary 3.2.s
2. Is a consequence of Proposition 3.4.
3. Is a consequence of Theorem 4.3.1.
4. Is a consequence of Theorem 4.3.2.
 .5. Since H is semisimple, the integral 0 / t g Z H s H . Hence«
 :  4for x g H , tx g H . But tx s « , x t g H . Since H l H s 0 , it fol-s s « « s
 :  .lows that if s / « then « , x s 0. Now, by 4 x s x ⁄ s ; thus x s x ⁄
y1  :  y1:  :s as well. But then s , x s s , x ⁄ s s « , x s 0.
6. Follows from Theorem 4.4.
If H is finite dimensional and H* is pointed then as a corollary of
Theorem 3.8 we have:
THEOREM 4.9. Let H be an n-dimensional Hopf algebra so that H* is
 :pointed. Let A, ? , h be an H-semiprime H-commutati¤e algebra; then
 . HQ s Q A is generated o¤er Q by n elements.H
 .Remark 4.10. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 4.9 Q is a finite
centralizing extension of Q H; hence there is a strong connection between
these two rings. In particular, their prime ideals, radicals, chain conditions,
w xand module structures are strongly related BR1, BR2, RS .
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 .If A is H-simple then Q A s A; hence as a corollary of this theoremH
we have:
COROLLARY 4.11. Let H be and H* be as in Theorem 4.9 and let
 :A, ? , h be an H-commutati¤e H-simple algebra. Then dim A o¤er the field
AH is at most n.
 :If A is a commutative H-module algebra then A, ? , h as in Example
1.2 is H-commutative. By the above we have:
COROLLARY 4.12. Let H and H* be as in Theorem 4.9, and let A be a
 .commutati¤e H-module algebra. If A is H-semiprime then Q s Q A isH
generated o¤er Q H by n elements. If A is H-simple then dim A o¤er AH is at
most n.
In the last part of this section we consider infinite-dimensional H. Let T
0  4be a pointed sub-Hopf algebra of H , and let C be the associatedn
w xcoradical filtration of T TW , where C s C [ K for all i G 0, C si iy1 i y1
 .0. Fix s g G T ; set
<K s t g K D t s t m t q t m s q t m s , . s , i i j j
t g G T , t , s g C y G T .  . 4j j iy1
and
C s K .s , k s , i
iFk
Using coassociativity, it is straightforward to check that C is a lefts , k
coideal of T. Let A be an H-module algebra; set
A s ry1 Afin m C , .s , k s , k
and
A s A .Ds , ‘ s , k
k
By the comodule axioms, Q s [ Q . In fact, Q is graded byT s g GT . s , ‘ T
 .  .G T . Note also that for s g G T , A s A .s , 0 s
We take now again A s H as in Example 1.3. Since the action is the
adjoint action, every two-sided ideal of H is H-stable and hence H-semi-
 .primeness is equivalent to usual semiprimeness and Q H is just theH
 .usual Martindale ring of quotients Q H . Thus, in order to apply results of
the previous sections we require that H is semiprime. We first prove:
PROPOSITION 4.13. Let H be a semiprime Hopf algebra, let Q be its
Martindale ring of quotients, and let T be a pointed sub-Hopf algebra of H 0.
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Then
sÃ<Q s q g Q hq s qh q q h ⁄ t , all h g H , .s , k m m 5
s/t gCm s , k
 .  :where r q s q m s q  q m t and h ⁄ t s  t , h h . Ins / t g C m m m m 1 2m s , kH  .particular Q s Z Q .
Proof. If q satisfies the right hand side condition, then
sÃh ? q s h qSh s qh q q h ⁄ t Sh . 1 2 1 m 1 m 2 /
t gCm s , k
 :  :s s , h q q t , h q . m m
t gCm s , k
fin  .By the definition of r on Q , it follows that r q s q m s q  qt g C mm s , k
m t ; hence q g Q . Conversely if q g Q then for all h g H,m s , k s , k
 :  :h ? q s s , h q q t , h q . m m
t gCm s , k
Hence
 :  :hq s h ? q h s s , h q q t , h q h .  1 2 1 m 1 m 2 /
t gCm s , k
which equals the expression on the right.
 .  w x.A nice example is O SL e.g., D . It is known that when q is not aq n
 .   ..0  .root of unity then U sl ; O SL . Recall that U sl is generated asq n q n q n
 4an algebra by a , e , and f for 1 F j F n y 1, where a are grouplikej j j j
elements and
D e s a m e q e m 1, D f s 1 m f q f m ay1 . .  .j j j j j j j j
 . wChoose T s U sl which is pointed; then it can be deduced from ChM,q n
x   ..Theorems A and B that for all s g G U sl ,q n
K s s t l j , where t s ay1e or t s fs , i j j j j j j
l sij
 .This implies that K is finite dimensional for all s g G T , i G 0. Thuss , i
we have:
 .THEOREM 4.14. Let H s O SL and let Q be the Martindale ring ofq n
 .   ..0quotients of H. Let T s U sl ; O SL . Thenq n q n
H  .1. Q s Z Q is a field.
 .  .2. For each s g G T , Q s Z Q x , where x is 0 or an in¤ertibles s s
element which normalizes A.
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 .  .3. If s , t g G T , then x x s zx x , where z g Z Q .s t t s
 .4. Q is finite dimensional o¤er Z Q and moreo¤er, HQ ss , k s , k
 .Q H for all s g G T , k G 0.s , k
y1 fin .5. Q s r Q m T s [ Q is a simple algebra graded byT s g GT . s‘
 .G T .
 .Proof. 1. Follows directly from the fact that H s O SL is prime.q n
2. Is a consequence of Theorem 3.5. The fact that x is invertibles
follows since x xX is an idempotent in a field.s s
 .3. Is a consequence of Theorem 4.4 since G T is abelian.
4. The first part follows by Theorem 3.8 and the fact that K iss , i
 .finite dimensional for all i ) 0 and s g U sl . The second part followsq n
by Proposition 4.13.
5. Is a consequence of Corollary 3.6.
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